neXus 3

Cable-Free
Foam Seat
Wide Strap

With the first ever cross-folding frame design, the neXus set the
standard for what a rollator should be. The neXus is available in
three colour choices and features a wide backstrap, ergonomic
handles with optimal wrist positioning that optimizes the right
amount of pronation and an ultimate comfort foam seat.
Cable-Free Braking System
The neXus is the only true-cable free rollator
which not only means that there are no
cables that can get caught on objects in and
around the home to increase safety, but also
ensures years of trouble-free use as cables
cannot get loose within the frame itself. With
the brakes in a locked position, the user can
comfortably rest on our unique material foam
seat.
Unique Frame Design
The neXus can stand independently, even in
the folded position. The frame design allows
the user ample space for an ergonomic
walking pattern, or if needed, a slightly folded
frame to pass through narrow doorways or
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smaller areas. Because of this unique design,
the stability is not compromised, ensuring the
neXus is the most reliable and safe rollator on
the market. The wide, double-band backstrap
can be flipped to allow for two-position
seating or used as a guide to assist with
proper walking.
Lightweight and Easy to Fold
The cross-folding frame makes the neXus
very easy to fold and store. The zippered
soft bag comes as a standard option and
can remain on the rollator, even in the folded
position. With convenient accessories that
can personalize the neXus to suit each
individual need, the neXus is the only rollator
you will ever need.
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Accessories/Features
Tray
Practical for resting
lightweight items.
Maximum load 2kg/4.4lb.
Part no. 80702

Seat handle
Included with rollator.
Colour matches frame on
blue and red (Black has
red handle).

Cup holder
Holds standard size
bottle. Part no. 90394

Slow-down brake
Prevents the rollator
from moving too fast
and enables a controlled
walking speed for the
user. Part no. 4950

Curb climber
Helps raise the rollator
slightly to rest onto a
curb. Included with
rollator.

Identification Tag
Attaches to rollator in
seconds. Two design
options. Part no. 90392
(red), 90393 (green)

Cane holder
Simplifies transport of a
cane or umbrella.
Part no. 80703

Flip backstrap
Extra wide, two-strap
backstrap flips for
two-position seating.
Included with rollator.

Zippered soft bag
Included with rollator.
Maximum capacity
5kg/11lb.
Part no. 93280

Hard basket
Ideal for those great
shopping adventures.
Maximum capacity
4.5kg/10lb.
Part no.: 4510

Ergonomic handles
Cable-free handles
feature an ergonomic
grip and arthritic ball
on handle for easy
application.

This product is manufactured
in accordance with all
relevant ISO standards.

FUNDED
PRODUCT

ADP (Assistive Devices
Program) MW3DG0045

AADL (Alberta Aids to Daily
Living) C226

Technical Specifications
Description

Super Low

Low

Standard

470018
470018B
470018R

470022
470022B
470022R

470024
470024B
470024R

Handle Height (Min - Max)

78cm - 85cm /30.5” - 33.5”

78cm - 93cm / 30.5” - 36.5

83cm - 100cm / 32.5” - 39.5”

Seat Height1

48.3cm / 19”

56cm / 22”

61cm / 24”

Length

66cm / 26”

68.6cm / 27”

70cm /27.5”

Product Weight

6.8kg/ 15lb

6.8kg/ 15lb

7.3kg/16lb

Overall Width

59.5cm / 23.4”

Depth Folded

25.4cm/10”

Width between Handles

45cm / 17.5”

Wheel Size

20cm x 3cm / 7.9” x 1.2”

Seat Size

40.6cm x 24.1cm / 16” x 9.5”

Distance between Rear Wheels

47cm / 18.5”

Weight Capacity

200kg / 441lb

Bag Size (LxWxD when open)

40.6cm x 23cm x 17.8cm /
16” x 9” x 7”

Part number

Black
Blue
Red

1

Add 1”/2.5cm for seat pad
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